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Dermatology is a branch of medical science that primarily deals withDermatology is a branch of medical science that primarily deals with
the health of skin, nails, and hair; and the one who specializes in thethe health of skin, nails, and hair; and the one who specializes in the
field is designated as a dermatologist. Unlike most of the medical-field is designated as a dermatologist. Unlike most of the medical-
study fields, which predominantly deal with the inner body,study fields, which predominantly deal with the inner body,
dermatology focuses on studying the visible and external parts of thedermatology focuses on studying the visible and external parts of the
body such as skin and hair. Skin is the largest organ in the human bodybody such as skin and hair. Skin is the largest organ in the human body
and acts as primary fencing to prevent the entry of germs andand acts as primary fencing to prevent the entry of germs and
bacteria. The ones which manage to get through create variousbacteria. The ones which manage to get through create various
problems and cause serious diseases. Thus, protecting the skin fromproblems and cause serious diseases. Thus, protecting the skin from
the harmful and disease-causing germs is imperative. With rapidthe harmful and disease-causing germs is imperative. With rapid
globalization and development, Hyderabad City is surely the best placeglobalization and development, Hyderabad City is surely the best place
to live in. While the city is known for its lifestyle and opportunities, it isto live in. While the city is known for its lifestyle and opportunities, it is
also known for sprinkling unhealthy environments capable of causingalso known for sprinkling unhealthy environments capable of causing
different types of skin problems. Luckily the city bears as the locationdifferent types of skin problems. Luckily the city bears as the location
for some of the best dermatologist in Hyderabad, who specialist infor some of the best dermatologist in Hyderabad, who specialist in
treating common skin problems such as acne, rashes,treating common skin problems such as acne, rashes,
pigmentation,etc.; to even curing complicated conditions such as hairpigmentation,etc.; to even curing complicated conditions such as hair
fall, hair transplant, and many more.fall, hair transplant, and many more.
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For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/science-of-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/science-of-
skin-clinics-9780skin-clinics-9780
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